


Collective Development



Strong Structure Shaped by Akgerman’s Culture…

AKG Group was established in the early 2000’s by the Akgerman Family. AKG 

Group operates in construction materials, aquaculture and tourism sectors.

AKG Group provides services in the global market with AKG Trading (UK) in 

England and AKG Trading (USA) in America.



AKG Family

is a big family with company values and employees

The most important value is resource….



Çimstone was established

in 1996 to produce quartz-

based composite stone

with Italian Bretonstone

technology in Izmir.



The first company offering branded 

products and corporate assurance 

to the countertop industry,

Çimstone has been providing 

services all over the country via its 

production plant and administrative 

centre in Izmir and regional offices 

and solution partners in Istanbul 

and Ankara.



Aegean Regional Office

Anatolian Regional Office

Marmara Regional Office

İZMİR

ANKARA

İSTANBUL



It keeps growing in a well-

planned manner through its 

sales network spreading over 

four large continents and its 

sales and distribution 

companies in Great Britain 

and USA.



Çimstone in the World ...

Today besides England and 

America; Çimstone exports more

than 40 countries, including

Italy and Portugal.

Major Countries;

Israel, Belarus, Romania, 

Georgia, Iraq, Ireland, Croatia, 

Kosovo, Greece, Cyprus, Tunisia,

Morocco, Lebanon, Jordan, 

Libya, Singapore.



Çimstone, which is one of the 

world’s leading quartz-based 

composite stone producers, is a

member of «A.St.A. Word Wide»

that was established as a meeting 

and development platform by 

important industry representatives 

around the world.



Çimstone produces at world standards…

It creates value for  for its stakeholders, as well 

as national and international quality certificates, 

products and services.

Producing in accordance with TSE, ASTM, EN 

standards, Çimstone has EN ISO 9001: 2008, 

ISO 14001: 2015 and ISO 45001: 2018 Quality, 

Environment and Occupational health and 

safety  Management System certificates.

In addition to this, it has been certified as the 

safest surface on which food can be prepared by 

fulfilling  the NSF 51 Food Preparation Areas 

Compliance criteria that was determined by NSF 

International, the leading international 

certification institute.



The quality in Çimstone means absolute customer 

satisfaction in production and service processes...

Attention paid to product quality starts with the selection of 

raw materials and continues through all processes until the 

delivery of the product to the user. Production and service 

processes in Çimstone is committed to continuous 

improvement with the principles of quality, environment 

and occupational health and safety.

Cimstone, which improves product quality by using high 

technology and makes production by using energy and 

natural resources efficiently contributes to sustainable 

environment through minimum wastage and maximum 

resource savings.



Today, Çimstone operates on a 20.000 m² closed and 20.000 m² open area, reached an annual 

capacity of 1.200.000 m² along with the jumbo (330x165 cm) line investment doubling its production 

capacity.



Çimstone, producing with the

latest Breton Technology,

directs the countertop industry

with its increasing production

capacity and different colour

and pattern alternatives in its

new product collection.



NEW COLLECTION

Çimstone product range is consisted of 3 series 

of products responding to different decoration 

priorities.

Plain, bears the power of simplicity

Dynamic, adds movement to life

Natural, surfaces inherent beauty in life



Plain, bears the power of 

simplicity



Hayata hareket katan 

Dynamic Serisi

Dynamic, adds 

movement to life



Hayata hareket katan 

Dynamic Serisi

Hayata hareket katan

Dynamic Serisi

Natural, surfaces inherent 

beauty in life



Hayata hareket katan 

Dynamic Serisi

Hayata hareket katan

Dynamic Serisi



WHY ÇİMSTONE?

NSF-Approved Most Reliable Surface Certificate

Çimstone has been certified as the safest surface on which 

food may be prepared by NSF International, an 

international leading certification body.

Suitable for different areas of use

Capable of being used on any and 

all surfaces such as vanity tops, 

counters and counter-top panels. 

Çimstone is successfully applied to 

such decorative designs as dining 

tables, coffee tables, etc. as well..



WHY ÇİMSTONE?

Resistant to acids and bases

Çimstone puts up high resistance 

to the abrasive impact of acids 

and bases. Olive oil, wine, 

vinegar, lemon, tea and strong 

spices cease to be a problem.

Elegant and authentic

With its glamorous colour and texture alternatives, 

Çimstone excellently accompanies the modern line of 

kitchens and bathrooms.



WHY ÇİMSTONE?

Resistant to abrasion and scratching

One of the hardest stones in nature, quartz gives Çimstone a 

unique strength and durability thanks to its 7 Mohs hardness. 

Çimstone succesfully reflects the advantages of quartz on 

surfaces.

Easy to clean

Thanks to its compact texture, 

Çimstone does not absorb liquids 

nor is stained. It maintains its 

initial look with simple care and 

cleaning.



WHY ÇİMSTONE?

Environmentally friendly

Çimstone is environmentally friendly thanks to its product 

development approach focusing on the protection of natural 

resources, high technology used in production and product 

contents derived from recyclied materials.

Hygienic

Due to its nonporous texture, 

Çimstone does not absorb 

liquids and is hygienic.


